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Xavier Acquires Edgecliff
Xavier University continued its growth with the acquisition of Edgecliff College. The E.C. campus is a
sharp contrast to the main campus; its secluded, river-overlook setting can be an escape from main
campus life. Besides a beautiful campus, and more importantly, E.C. added an atmosphere promoting
arts and other studies Xavier previously lacked.

1. Outdoor stage at Edgecliff. 2. The Edgecliff College
Corbett Theatre building, houses a small thrust-stage auditorium and the Theatre department offices. 3. On the
shuttle, ]. Rego watches the passing scenery. 4. A sight
which became familiar - Xavier-Edgecliff shuttle.
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(Clockwise from left) I. Emery Hall, houses an Art
Museum and classrooms and studios. 2. An old fountain inside the Emery in the entrance hall of the building. 3. Sullivan Residence Hall. 4. The Emery's towers
provide a river-overlook. 5. One of the stained-glass
windows in the recital room at Maxwelton Hall.

Mulligan Marks 10th Anniversary
Announces He Will Resign
As Xavier celebrated its 150th Anniversary, the
Rev. Robert Mulligan, S.]. celebtated his 10th
Anniversary as President of the institution. He also
announced he would resign the position if a replacement could be found. The search was begun to
find someone who could uphold the type of goals,
academic and financial, which had been set by the
Mulligan Administration.

(Clockwise from above): 1. Fr. Mulligan speaks with soon-robe-graduated senior as Commencement preparations are in
progress in the armory. 2. A familiar figure on the mall walking towards his office in the University Center. 3. Scene from
a past graduation.
(Opposite page): 1. President Mulligan is congratulated on his
ten year term by an honorary doctoral candi~ate.

New CBA Building Dedicated
Xavier University added to its main campus
with the completion and dedication of the
new building for the College of Business
Administration. Though the construction
meant mud everywhere and inconveniences
for students about campus and instructors
competing with the noise in classes, its extra
space and modern classrooms outweigh the
difficulties and will be a welcome addition.
Right: Construction work on the new CBA building
in its final stages. Below: Dean Hailstones stands in
front of the new college. Opposite page: The College
of Business Administration, almost completed.

Musketeers Win the MCC !
After having a discouraging season in the
Midwestern City Conference in the previous season's play, the Xavier Musketeers
- led by Coach Bob Staak and team cocaptains Dwight Hollins and Gary Massa
- came back brilliantly and won the conference's regular season's championship.
Saturday, February 28th's victory over the
Purple Aces of Evansville will go down in
X. U. history as a shining and glorious moment.
Right: Hollins and Hicks receive awards at the end
of tournament play. Below: Massa embraces Staak
and Steve Wolf after MCC victory. Next page:
Hollins victorious in Schmidt Fieldhouse.

Brockman and
Brock-Men and
Brock-Women?!
This year Xavier University housing pondered another historic step - it was
announced that this would be the final year for
Brockman Hall as an all-male domain. When
classes start next semester there will be a totally new adventure in learning awaiting the
freshman girls who first occupy those hallowed halls. Somehow it seems that Brockman
will never be the same. Or smell the same ...
we hope.

Dan Fagel's Speech is History
Most valedictorians know that what is expected
of them is some sort of look into the future to
propose and predict the role of their generation in
shaping the days to come. But, Dan Fagel, Valedictorian of the Class of 1981, took a cue from
Sesquicentennial Celebrations at Xavier and took a
look into the past to see where we had been to
predict where we are going.
In a speech that was a mixture of humor and
seriousness Fagel began with the recounting of a
roster of events scheduled for an early commencement at Xavier University. He told of a ceremony
which lasted for days and which included speeches
made in Greek and Latin and multiple musical interludes.
Graduating Seniors of the Class of 1981 could
count themselves fortunate that Fagel obviously
had no Latin or Greek in store for them, that the
musical interludes would be kept to a minimum,
and that it would be only a matter of minutes, not
hours, before their commencement would be
finished.
Opposite page: Class of 1981 valedictorian Dan Fagel takes the stage during commencement to deliver
his valedictory address.

Of Historical Interest

• • •

For some reason, no one ever knows any of the Xavier Songs. When we decided to
print them here we found out why: we had to search high and low for the words to
them. They've disappeared over the years . . . so here they are for you to memorize!
Now maybe someone will know there is an Alma Mater before Graduation day.
ALMA MATER XAVIER

Dear Alma Mater Xavier!
Undying troth we pledge to you
That we the living shall hold true
The faith of those of years now gone
Inviolate kept and thus passed on;
So may the trust within us dwell
And may this song our voices swell
Until resounds o'er hill and dell:
Dear Alma Mater Xavier!
And now you know what that song is the band plays at basketball games.
OLD XAVIER FOR A YE
(Rally Song)

Sing a song, and sing it loud and long,
Let it be our pledge today;
Our Alma Mater, proud and strong Old Xavier for aye!
(Repeat)
And it only seems fitting, that with the restoration of Chimes on the Xavier Campus,
we should print the song that hailed the old chimes which rang out over Xavier's past.
XAVIER CHIMES

From the days in a haze that is gold
Comes a tone we have known loved of old.
To that sound has been bound merry
youthful schemes,
Falling tears, sweet smiles and a
thousand dreams.
Voices rang as we sang our joys,
And our pipes we would sway to our
rhymes,
But songs would cease in quiet peace, when
From the tow'r rang those dear Xavier Chimes.

Chorus
Ring out, dear Xavier Chimes,
Your message of friends and peace.
Call back dear college days
And bid worries cease.
When from your silvery throat
Rang out each vibrating note,
Hands clasped in hands as you blessed
us,
Dear Xavier Chimes.

Letter From The Editor

A page all to myself!
Big deal.
I've had half of them all to myself as it is.
Sometimes you just can't find good help ...
You can find great help. So, I would like to thank
and credit all the great help I've had.
Special thanks to:
Marty Allen
Cliff Diehl
Mary Fitzpatrick
Chuck High
John Miller
Denny Moller
Mary Riess.
Without any one of you we wouldn't have made it.
Sincerely,
Sheri Reider, Editor
P.S. A special Thank You to Tom Kuechly.
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Please Find Enclosed With-In

For your enjoyment:

A Legend in Our Own Time, page 2
Musketeer Life, page 20
Still Crazy After All These Years, page 88
Sitting the Bench, page 128
Who's In Charge Here, Anyhow? page 162
This Space For Rent, page 216
The End Is Near, page 228
Smile, You're On Campus Camera, page 234
Cast of Characters
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Small But Sincere
Xavier University has been known as "small but sincere"
because of its intimate atmosphere. There is a low student-instructor ratio, it is a small campus, and it is generally felt that people really care about each other at all
levels: faculty, administration and students. Especially
students.

(Clockwise from right): 1. All manner of things happen on the X.U.
mall, here students participate in Greek Week Opening Ceremonies. 2. Approach to the North End of campus. 3. View from
Alter Hall of the statue of Xavier's symbol: D'Artagnan the Musketeer.

(Clockwise from below): 1. Students strolling on the mall
between classes. 2. Vincine Brown and friends. 3. Hinkle
Hall - a Xavier landmark. 4. Alter Hall and the student
mall on a slow day.

Kuhlman Kapers
Many things occur in Kuhlman Hall .. . some
are spontaneous, others have hours of planning. You can never guess what you may wake
up to - a flooded bathroom or a bunch of
b-day balloons outside your window.

(Clockwise from above): 1. Gundy bails out!!! 2. Trying
to survive with Coke and many cups of encouragement
while typing a term paper. 3. Target practice in T .C.'s
room at 3:00! !!

(Clockwise top left): 1. And now HEEEEERE'S Steve!!!!! 2. Laura Webb
attacks an unsuspecting student during election week. 3. Judy Hess,
must you talk so much? 4. I wonder where I parked my car, I know it was
here this morning . . . 5. Balloons sometimes grow down-ward from
dorm windows, right, Sheri?!

Husman Hilton
Our photographers seem to find the most unusual things to take pictures of.
Then suddenly they realized they were supposed to be taking pictures of
people doing things instead of trying to be a da Vinci creating a masterpiece.
But who would want to pay a million dollars for a print of a dorm toilet to hang
in their den?

(Clockwise from top right): 1. Ode de toilet by Steve Scully.
2. Bill & Kathy take it easy. 3. Whose Hilton? 4. Ode de
Sink by - you guessed it. 5. Portrait of Tom Castele
sleeping ... or, is he rehearsing a new part?

(Clockwise from above): 1. Gil crashes in Sullivan Hall. 2. Term paper
time. 3. Gab session in Sullivan Lobby. 4. "Orange in Refrigerator" by
Mary Fitz. 5. T.V. time!!!

Roughing it at Rattermann
Not everyone knows where Rattermann Hall is
and once they find it on the far side of the campus
they may decide it's too far to ever find it again.
But it's occupants make the hike every day
sometimes over and over.

1. Susie Kramer and Melanie Licking on the front porch of
Rattermann Hall. 2. Mary Thompson re-enacts the Miss
Melanie nightgown scene from "Gone With the Wind". 3.
Cathy Porter and friend walking on the way back from
campus at the end of a day of classes.

Above: The Rattermann Women (1 to r) Kelly Cole, Cathy Porter,
Melanie Licking, Susie Kramer, Macy Thompson, Corinne O'Connor.
(Missing: Beth Jordan and Mary Frederick) Opposite page: 1. Desk set
for studying. 2. Front door of Rattermann Hall. 3. A solitary walk by
Beth Jordan.

The Pied Piper
The Pied Piper is just off-campus down Ledgewood and is a popular gathering and visiting place.
It is run by campus ministry and student staff.
Various activities center in the Piper, and its
hosted Veggie Meals were a big success this year.
Piper Coffeehouses are particularly popular.

Piper Staff
(Right): In back row: Terry Celeck, Chris
Denise. In middle row: Joe Riestenberg,
Vincine Brown, Randy Mc Cravy. In front:
Dave Roth. Additional staff not shown
here: Jean Eichhold and Moira Mickey.
Below: The Pied Piper House. This year
occupied by the four men on the staff, next
year women.

Pied Piper Coffeehouses feature
performers from on and off campus. Some of the student talent
which performed this year is pictured on the opposite page.
(Clockwise from top right): 1.
Chuck Ingram. 2. Gil Gigliotti. 3.
& 4. Marina Zvetina and Bill
Lafayette who sang together. 5.
Bill Modic. 6. (center) Liz Gundrum & friends, her sister and
Kathy McMahon.

junior Prom
On March 21, 1981, the] unior Class had their night. The
dance was held in the spacious Cuvier Press Club. All in all
the students had a good time, there were a few instances of
tables dancing and illegal beverages in the hall, but the
problem was minimal.

Clockwise top right: A couple pose in front of the fireplace
for photographer Greg Beauchamp. 2) J.B. and Dorothy
Mock take a break from dancing. 3) Mike and Damaris
enjoying a dance. 4) A quick smile for the camera. 5) Get
your hands up and have a good time.

(Clockwise from below): 1. Nancy Dell and date enjoy a
dance together. 2. Smiles for the camera. 3. Photographer
Greg Beauchamp gets into the act ... or caught in the act!
4. A dance on the balcony ... before anyone thought of the
tables? 5. Tom Condon and date pose for the camera. 6.
Ward Looby and date take to the dance floor.

Forever Autumn at X. U.
The golden days and colors of autumn took over the Xavier campus as classes resumed and the students
filled the mall again. The warm weather held and the students lingered out under the turning leaves on
the Xavier campus and on the Edgecliff campus for the last of summer.

(Clockwise from above): 1. The Pied Piper on an autumn
afternoon, the trees bare and the grass turning brown. 2. Far
end of the student mall on the Xavier campus. 3. D'Artagnan takes on a golden glow in the evening. 4. Students
leaving the hallowed halls of Albers.
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(Clockwise from below): 1. The old Buckeye tree beside Husman Hall already bereft of its autumn coloring.
2. Maxwelton, music hall on the Edgecliff campus of
X.U. 3. 1980 Graduate Mike Farmer received a welcome from Ben Urmston and others when visiting
X.U. on his trek across-country for OXFAM. 4. A
warm autumn on the mall. 5. A gorgeous autumn sunrise, captured by Steve Scully.

Hard At Work?
From their on-court performances you could usually telll
a lot of hard work was getting done at basketball practice
... but, Pam DeCamp captured a few less structured
scenes as the team, and Coach Staak warmed up a little
for the hard work ahead.

•

- ------------:----------------------~·

(Clockwise from above): 1. Senior Gary Massa unfortunately sat out
not only practices, but games, after his right hand was injured in
practice near the end of the season. 2. Joe Schoenfeld shows off a
little fancy footwork, of a sort, before practice. (Nice shoes Joe, did
you write that yourself?) 3. Joe puts his shoes to work in some
warm-ups with team-mate Steve Wolf.
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(Clockwise from left): 1. Coach Staak shows off a little
before getting things together as Gary Massa looks on and
Dexter Bailey does warm-ups. (Or stares at his gym shoes
... ) 2. A little bubble-gum style helps on the court. 3. Tony
Hicks checks his shoes. (Does someone have a shoe fetish
here, or what?!?)

Winter Comes to Xavier
As winter weather slowly encroached on the Xavier campus fewer and fewer students could be found
out and about the grounds. Some were captured on film reluctantly or unexpectedly and sometimes
even not at all .. . but the statues and the trees generally stood still for photographer Steve Scully on his
winter journeys.

(Clockwise from above): 1. Rosemarie Ricke just wanted us
to let her get out of the cold. (And why were we taking her
picture, anyhow?) 2. Editor Sheri Reider could only get
Steve out in the cold if she promised to come along. 3. The
Shrine to Mary on a wintry day. 4. A snow-covered path
alongside of Victory Parkway.

(Clockwise from below): 1. Along the steps in front of
Hinkle Hall. 2. D'Artagnan stands alone looking over
the mall oQe cold, winter day. 3. Senior Mary Thompson was a study in blue and white against the grey winter
background. 4. Two students brae~ the cold outside of
Kuhlman. 5. St. Francis was covered by green iq a prank
for St. Pat's day that turned out to be rather costly.

M-U -S-K-E-T-E-E-R-S !
There all kinds of cheerleaders on the Xavier campus and they are all behind the Muskies all the way!
School spirit seems to have taken a chance for resurgence, and there are lots of people out there willing
to help it along - on and off the court.

(Clockwise from above): 1. Pat McKee and others cheer the
Muskies on to victory against Evansville. 2. The official
cheerleading squad for 1980-81. 3. Chuck Mentrup, cheerer and unofficial Voice of the Muskies. Hossein, another
familiar face out in the front of the stands.

(Clockwise from below): 1. Chris Deye, the Xavier
Musketeer for the second part of the season. 2. A
rowdy bunch of fans down at the Coliseum. 3. Some
students got front row seats at Riverfront from special
tickets given out at random. 4. Tom Condon and the
trappings of a true-blue Muskie fan. 5. Joe Mock,
Graduate, leads Brewer friends in cheering.

MCC: Muskie City Conference
Coach Bob Staak and his Musketeer Basketball team worked long and hard during his second year and
together they made it all the way to the Midwestern City Conference Finals. But the big victory came
February 28th when the Musketeers took the Midwestern City Conference Championship!

(Clockwise from above): 1. Tony Hicks and Dwight Hollins
receive conference awards. 2. Coach Bob Staak looks on as
players gather after their last game together. 3. Enthusiastic
Muskie fans come out for the MCC tourney. 4. Hicks shows
a little of the basketball style he exhibited all season in
earlier play against Miami U.

(Clockwise from below): 1. Senior David Anderson
goes up for a practice shot before the Oklahoma City
final game. 2. Sean Madden congratulates side-lined
Muskie Gary Massa after X won the championship. 3.
Freshman John Shimko sees some action in the semifinals vs. Evansville. 4. The Nush cheer them on at
Schmidt. 5. Steve Wolf, down with an injury at the
Coliseum.
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VXUJ Left of 92

The friendly faces at WVXU welcome one and all to join them in their program schedule of news,
sports, jazz, oldies, rock, and many other special programs they offer.

wvxu
91.7 FM.

Showcase '8-1
Celebration
Cincinnati Union Terminal
March 27 28 29 ~Jkfo
.
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Continuous Live Broadcasting

(Clockwise from above): 1. Senior George Zahn, Operations Director at
WVXU, 91. 7 on the FM dial. 2. Mark Magistrelli, Master of the radio
stations' Big Bands show. 3. Advertisement for VXU's Showcase '81.

Free Prizes
Celebrities
Premiums

BE THERE OR TUNE IN

(Clockwise from below): 1. Andy Durbin, turn
him on! 2. Dr. King, pleased with WVXU's success. 3. Brian Combs- ON THE AIR! 4. Showcase promotion. 5. Larry Ashcraft, Graduate student, at work.

Spring Fever
Hits Xavier!!
When spring arrives off come the shoes and
shirts and out come the frisbees, baseballs, the
blossoming flowers and the budding trees.
Once Spring Fever hits - Watch out!!

(Clockwise from above): 1. D'Artagnan and friends
bask in the sun. 2. Breaks for class outside again. 3.
Watch for UFO's outside of Kuhlman! 4. Stained glass
shines in the sun in Maxwelton Hall on Edgecliffs
campus.

(Clockwise from below): 1. Another beautiful shot from inside
Maxwelton taken by Mary Fitzpatrick. 2. Blossoms in front of
Sullivan Hall. 3. More tJFO's outside of Kuhlman ...
DUCK!!!!!! 4. Studying on the outside stage at Edgecliff on a
warm and sunny afternoon. 5. Off come the shirts and out come
the old Frisbees as the temperatures begin to soar again.

Florida Bound
The minute classes were over, students began the ritual of
packing. Most of the students were off to the sunny beaches
of Florida, some went home, others were left to face the
emptiness of the parking lot for the Break of Spring.

(Clockwise from above): 1. Three Brockmanites trying to
get it together. 2. Peggy, Kathy and Cathy - FLORIDA
BOUND!!!!!! 3. Beth Devitt waits for the rest of her crew.
4. Two ready travelers wait to break for their break. 5. Only
a few die-hards left at Xavier, their cars in the North Lot.

Below: A few very fortunate students spent Spring Break at this exclusive residence.

Brockman Breaks
Brockman Court is the scene of all sorts of happenings
and some of them are even planned! When the common
game of volleyball or basketball isn't going on you can
expect something different every time. Live Backgammon games and a Spring Luau were held this year.

(Clockwise from above skipping above): 1. Sign advertising the
Hawaiian Luau Sunday. 2. Two West Kuhlman takes on One East in
Live Backgammon. 3. Another Luau scene.
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(Clockwise from below): 1. Steve Katainowski watches
closely to see if he is making the right move. 2. Live Backgammon players enjoy a beer while waiting for some action.

Organize Yourself
Xavier University has many different organizations to recommend themselves
to your participation. Here; a few scenes from various activities campus
groups, clubs and organizations have sponsored ... at the; right, one of the
popular phenomena, sponsored by the Speaker's Committee. A chalkboard
from the demonstration of regression which John Mapes amazed Musketeers
with.

(Counter-clockwise from above) 1. Flower sales were a
tasteful success. 2. Young Republicans campaign (note conservative dress). 3. Dennis Kucinich on XU Cleveland Day.
4. Kevin Corrigan just joins groups for the wild parties.
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(Clockwise from above): 1. & 2. PRSSA hosted a convention this
spring which brought similar students through the nation here. 3.
Xavier News, and, 4. More PRSSA! Cathy Rieser models at-shirt. 5.
People behind the scenes at the Brockman Television studios.

ConnieJs Crew
They' re noticable at all the home & coliseum basketball
games, providing half-time & pre-game entertainment. Connie's - band director Constantine Soriano - crew adds to
the excitment of games by playing the fight song and the
famous drum cadence in the final minute of the game. The
song girls and the King's Island clown band are also branches
of XU's band.

(Clockwise top left): 1. The band cheers on the Muskies. 2.
Coach & his daughter watch the game. 3. Half-time entertainment. 4. It takes lots of time and energy to play the
trumpet, right Gordy?! 5. The XU Song Girls take time to
pose before a show.
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(Clockwise below): 1. Coach checks the score. 2. XU Band
live in concert. 3. Play it again guys - you too Gruber! 4.
Wild Bill gets down on the drums. 5. Song Girls in action. 6.
Rosey and Regina during the outdoor concert.

X-A-V-1-E-R
The Xavier Cheerleaders have gotten better and
better each year in recent history. The group for
1981 out-did themselves each game.
(Clockwise from right): 1. Mike Iannone, first Musketeer
this year. 2. Chris Gfroerer intent on the game for a minute.
3. Chris Deye, the season's second D'Artagnan. 4. Practice
shot. (Opposite) The finished product!!!
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XU/EC Players -

How to Succeed

This year the theatre at Xavier was more varied than in the past. The addition of Edgecliff made
necessary co-operation between the Xavier Players and the Edgecliff theatre department. The result:
two theatres, two schedules, sixteen shows, and the most successful season in the history of Xavier.
None of this would have been possible without multiple hours of planning, sewing, sawing and painting
behind the scenes, practicing and rehearsing before opening night.

(Clockwise from above): 1. Tom Castele and his baby. 2.
Last minute costume repair for Mary Fitz. 3. Hordes of
people signed up for production work. 4. President Karen
Reistenberg soliciting sponsors . . . is that legal?

(Clockwise from below): 1. Gil Gigliotti and M-R
Youstra audition. 2. Tender moment in Ladyhouse
Blues. 3. Marie Kopson and Amy Shweickert making
up. 4. Tom Castele and Kathy Damarell at EC shop. 5.
Claire Bajczyk: not just another pretty face.

Beyond Opening Night
The Sixteen Show Season: How to Succeed in Business
Without Really Trying - Trewlany of the Wells - Rapunzel-Ugly Duckling The Imbicile- But, Seriously FolksSilent Night - The Littlest Angel - Ladyhouse Blues Macbeth - Alice in Wonderland - Effects of Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds - Metamorphasis The Bald Soprano - Hopscotch - li Po's Paper Dragon.
Whew!

(Clockwise from above): Bill Modic and Tom Castele backstage during "how to". 2. Cast party for "But, Seriously
Folks." 3. Scene from "The Bald Soprano." 4. Bev Schultz
and Tom Durkin in "Trewlany". 5. Cast of Kiddies
Theatre's "Li Po's Paper Dragon."
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(Clockwise from below): 1. Ann Moore in "Marigolds". 2.
Cast of "How to": most successful show in Xavier's history.
3.Jane Castellini in her witches' make-up. 4. Chuck Ingram,
Gil Gigliotti in "But, Seriously Folks." 5. & 6. M-R Youstra,
Marie Kopson & Annyieeee Fitzpatrick in "Marigolds."

As If Time Stood Still
There is a certain stillness about an altar or a
grotto, and though hard to find, they do exist on
both campuses, and they provide the proper
atmosphere for a moment's meditation.

(Clockwise from above) 1. Close-up of the shrine to Mary
behind Hinkle Hall. 2. A grotto to the Blessed Virgin
stands in one of the corners of the yard in front of the
Administration building on the Edgecliff campus. 3. Statue
of Mary in Edgecliff courtyard.
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(Clockwise from left): 1. Altar in Edgecliff chapel in Administration building. 2. St. Francis Xavier statue at head of steps to Hinkle. 3. The shrine to
Mary in winter, Xavier campus.

Bellarmine
Chapel
The Catholic community of Bellarmine
Chapel is a unique situation. Bellarmine is
itself a parish consisting of members beyond
the faculty, staff and students of Xavier. The
chapel building is a landmark on Xavier's campus and is acoustically interesting inside.

(Clockwise from above): 1. The crucifix behind the
altar dominates the interior of Bellarmine Chapel. 2.
Outside view of the architectural structure. 3. Mass at
Bellarmine is a mixture of participation from with-in
and without the Xavier community.

(Clockwise from below): 1. Statue of Rev. Robert Bellamine, SJ
2. Fr. Carmichael speaks to Clair Bajczk. 3. Stained glass windows from interior. 4. Xavier student guitar group sings at
alternate 7:30 Sunday masses. 5. Altar to St. Joseph.

Xavier Students
Have Class ...
Chances are, you'll spend a lot of academic
hours in Alter Hall, the main classroom hall on
Xavier's campus. But the rest of an X.U. students time can be just about anywhere.

(Clockwise from above): 1. Dr. Wentersdorfhands out
one of his infamous Shakespeare exams. 2. Dr. Colella's
class in library courtyard. 3. Students compare last minute notes. 4. Reading the Xavier News before Dr.
Gudorf begins class.

(Clockwise from below): 1. Dr. Goodman's class in front of
Hinkle Hall (note Mike Schloemer through the pines.) 2. Physics lab in Alumni. 3. Dr. Murray teaching Vergil. 4. Class scene
in Elet Hall. 5. Music students practicing' in Maxwelton Hall on
the Edgecliff campus of Xavier.

Hangouts
The games room and the grill are common hangouts for the
typical Xavier student. While in the games room students
can try their luck at buying the food or at playing the various
pinball and electronic games. The games seem to be the
favorites into which students drop their quarters day and
night. In the grill, or commuter room as some dormies call it,
students bravely buy and eat food from the menu or they eat
the "special" which always seems to have been served the
night before in the caf.
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(Clockwise from above): 1. & 2. Games-room goers play
pinball wizards amongst themselves. 3. Portrait of a Games
Room Worker. 4. Steve Scully (the photographer) tries his
luck at pinball. 5. A few more pinball challengers.
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(Clockwise from left): 1. Marina Zvetina LOVES that chili!
2. Beth Brickner takes a grill study break. 3. Don't worryyou haven't eaten it yet . .. 4. Goates reads the Xavier
News. 5. LisaBakerandJohn Westerbeck comparing notes.
6. Jack Maher and Chris Fay learn quick in the grill.

One by OneJ
Two by Two
Everyone comes to Xavier alone . . . But, soon
friendships are formed and there are familiar faces
at every turn. Someone to walk along with or talk
with. Someone to discuss horrid exams with, and
someone to agree that there is no practical purpose for foreign languages. Oui?

(Clockwise from Above): 1. Michelle Meyer and Judy Sullivan talking. 2. John Wasiniak and friend in front of the
library. 3. Two students in Hinkle archways behind D' Artagnan statue.
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(Clockwise from left): 1. A fella with an umbrella. 2. Cathy
Rieser and Bill Ward ready to go to Sadie's. 3. Mary Fitz and
Chris Harrison at Senior Prom. 4. Mary Thompson and alien
friend. 5. Beth and John at the X. U. Band concert.

OP MacDonald Had a Library
The Alter Arches conjure up thoughts of other
McDonald's but MacDonald library is right down
the mall past it. So, if you're a little bit hungry for
some information, just stop in.

(Clockwise from above): 1. A Xavier co-ed is inside and
studying hard on a sunny afternoon. 2. Karen Edwards uses
the second floor copying machine. 3. An increase in security
problems created the need for a tighter screening of books
going out of the library.

(Clockwise from left): 1. Does that help tau think? 2. At the
library desk. 3. Music sets the mood for study if you can't
stand the quiet - or, sometimes, the noise. 4. Jeff Jenkins
doing research. 5. Jim Shanahan, Jim Flanagan and Steve
Gruber. 6. Outside MacDonald.

Reading, 'Riting and Research
The MacDonald Library offers a lot more than
reading materials and a little peace and quiet.
When research time comes its many resources can
be geared to that end.

(Clockwise from above): 1. MacDonald's many volumes are
displayed in easily accessible shelves. 2. Judy Ruberg and a
friend research a topic on the microfilm equipment. 3.
Everyone needs to get a little different perspective on the
ordinary and everyday ... the library can help in many
ways.
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(Clockwise from left): 1. An industrious student hard at work at one of the
library's study islands. 2. Paul Marxuach refiling the film tapes. 3. Brennan
Memorial Library on the Edgecliff campus is small and quiet and conducive
to study.

Booking it Everywhere
No longer do students necessarily run for the
library or "sequestered nook" to study. The
spring weather especially entices day studiers.

(Clockwise from above): 1. A tree in front of Logan is a
good back rest to study on the mall. 2. Is he booking it or
biking it? 3. Seeking out a degree of quiet behind Hinkle
Hall.
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(Clockwise from left): 1. Already the new MBA building is being put to
good use. 2. Dwight Rochester in front of Alter on a sunny afternoon. 3.
Looks like Bill Modic, but what is he doing?

Break to Study
Xavier students during the finals cram can be found anywhere from clutching donuts in the caf at cram breaks to
catching a few rays while the studying is going on. Cram
breaks are popular diversions for dorm students but open for
everyone. Free donuts, coffee and tea and soft drinks and a
light atmosphere can be just the refresher before an allnighter.

(Clockwise from above): 1. Grab the donuts while they're
hot! 2. This has to be a Steve Scully shot- I like it!! 3. & 4.
Studying with friends. 5. Last minute cramming in the Alter
lounge.
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(Clockwise from left): 1. Booking it in the Brock. 2. The
President's Alcove is open through finals . 3. Studying on
the lawn. 4. A study circle in the University Center. 5. See,
this is how you were supposed to do it. 6. Bill Macke
studying. (See, the yearbook gets it right, Bill! )

Eat at Vic's Place
As every dorm student knows, and some rather sneaky commuters, the Xavier
caf is as close as you' re going to get to home cooking this side of Dana.
Shamrock Foods supplement their staff with student workers.

(Clockwise from right): 1. The Xavier News is a hot
side dish in the caf on Wednesdays. 2. Some people will
do anything to get their picture in the book. (And some
photographers will take any picture ... ) 3. General
view of the caf during lunch.

(Clockwise from left): 1. Joe and Marty stacking glasses
fresh from the dishwasher. 2. Students can experience
an entirely different dining atmosphere in the dining
halls on the Edgecliff campus of Xavier university. 3. A
familiar face in the Xavier caf .. . Pearl Stone, cardchecker.

Vic's Place Continued
The caf is not only a place to eat but a place to meet friends and enjoy a few
minutes of sitting and talking and taking a break from classes or from studying.

(Clockwise from right): 1. Marion Hall tends to domiate the first table inside the main doors of the caf. 2.
Some of the last dorm students left grabbing dinner
before they take off for Christmas Break. 3. Serving
line in the caf, after rush hours.
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(Clockwise from left): 1. Paula Offerle and friends at
lunch look with suspicion towards the camera. 2. Bill
Modic actually does have friends . . . or at least people
who will let him talk to them. 3. The infamous Mrs.
Bates - do you have your number, honey?

Lichtenstein Circus Returns
Once again Xavier was visited by the Royal Lichtenstein Circus. As always they
provided for a well needed break during a hectic exam week. They even
surprised us with a few new acts.

(Clockwise from above): 1. Students look on as the
players juggle. 2. Nose juggling. 3. Memories of a first
date ... everyone deserves a bear-hug now and then,
but, a bear-kiss?
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(Clockwise from left): 1. The hand is quicker than the
eye ... just ask the bursar. 2. A new act amazes students. 3. The Jesuits even found it funny!

GREEKWEEKX
Another page in Xavier history was written as Greek Week
festivities marked their ten year anniversary. Ten years of
madness and mayhem on the mall and on campus in general.
Opening Ceremony was the high point of the week gathering the most participants. By the way, someone tell Kevin
Corrigan he's not forgiven for the Nixon buttons on the
Scavenger List ... and that some are still MIA.

(Clockwise from above) 1. A Mamba line? 2. The girls from
Two-Wasted Husman on parade. 3. Pep Massa and friend
get a better view. 4. Loren Steele getting things organized
before the ceremony starts. 5. Jim Chellis leads Four-West
Kuhlman caterpillar as their Greek Week god.

(Clockwise from below): 1. Judges for Opening Ceremony.
2. Getting it together in the parking lot. 3. A little practice
before the tricycle race. 4. And the parade begins! 5.
Andrea Tryba reigns as a goddess for the day. 6. Can it be
the King of beers? (The god of guzzling?)

XAVIER
UNIVERSITY
Class of 1981
Lawrence Augsbach

Steven Badinghaus

Lisa Baker

Frank Barberio

Fran Bertoli

Anthony Bianco

Winners and Losers: Kevin Corrigan and Mike Schloemer won
over Sheri Reider and Mary Ann McCabe for Senior Class
officers after a non-campaign which left them all friends and
working together through the year.

Jeanne Barrett
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Susan Bellman

Dana Bidzos

Ollie Birthelmer

Timothy Bokenkotter

Nancy Brakers

Michael Brennan

Beth Brickner

Tammy Brinkmann

Mary Lynn Broderick

Timothy M. Brown

Rick Bruner

Michael Budkie

Cathy Burfisher
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Commencement through the grating at Schmidt.

Choompol Charungvat
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Helen Clark

] am es Cappel

Paul Carlin

Thomas Castele

Judy Cates

Diane Clarke

George Clayton

Mary Conway

Margaret Cooney

Kevin Corrigan

David Custer

Theresa Custer

Eileen Daly

Pam Datillo

Tricia Dell

Cornelio Deogracias

Mary Beth Dilhoff

Robert Doll

Maureen Downey
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Senior Kathy Moon receives finals week consolation.

Laura Ennis

Mary.Erker

Tom Downey

Steve Dunphy

Alice Eckert

John Eckert

Emmanuel Chike Erokwu

Daniel Fagel

Kathy A. Falso

Adelaida Fernandez

] effrey Ferry

Mary Frances Fey

M. Elizabeth Fischer

Larry Fisher

Mary Fitzpatrick

Sue Flottman

George Flynn

Anthony Forte

Kevin Franke

Connie Friedmann
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Victor Gaffin

Robert Gallagher

Senior Dana Bidzos made a gorgeous Greek goddess.

Edwina Gauche

Mimi Gendreau

Gilbert Gigliotti _

Tim Glasmeier

Sandra Gontero

Bruce Gerken
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John B. Graham

Jim Gresham

Mark Gruber

Nicholas Gulyassy

Ann M. Haas

Dave Hackman

Mary Jo Hake

Charles Hamad

Rosemary Hamberg

Deborah Hamrich

Merrily Harvey

Cathy Hellman
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Mary Riess and Jan Truesdell: ready to graduate!

Paul C. Hiltz
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Carolyn Hoffman

] anet Helmes

Darlene Herfurt

E. Larry Hickey

Brian Hill

Tom Huber

Mary Hunt

Gregory Jaeger

Edward Jan sing

Debbie Jones

Laura M. Jones

Scott Kaple

Mike Kalthoff

Amy E. Kappers

Joseph P. Keating

Teri Kern

Eric Kessler

Debbie Kleisenger

Jory Knab

Senior Scott Kaple takes a break from studies.

Kathy Kuerze
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David A. Kuntz

Karen Knappenberger

Matthew Knecht

Kathy Kneer

Susan Kramer

Bill Lafayette

Mary LaGrange

James E. Lang

Charles Lavely

Dan Leugers

Greg Leugers

Robert Lodder

Nick Lonneman

Donald Ludlow

Nancy Luken

Mark Lynskey

Molly McArdle

Mary Ann McCabe

Pat McCullough
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Pam Swink helps Jean Eichhold with her collar.

Thaddeus Marek
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Dave Martin

Kathleen McGonagle

Joseph Macke

Sean Madden

Elizabeth Maher

Molly Masser

Lori Mecklenborg

Gary Menke

Donna Merkle

Richard Mertens

Ken Meyer

John Miller

Lisa Mitchell

A.]. Moebius

Tim Molony

Michael M uenchen

Michael Murray

Barbara Nichols

Dave Nolting
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Senior Prom at the Hilton was a great success.

Richard O'Donnell
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Paula Offerle

Raymond Noschang

Brian Nowak

Michael Nugent

Colleen O'Connor

Louise Olberding

Shar9n Ossege

Mary Lou Otto

Edward Owusu-Korkor

Marianne Pater

Thomas Perrino

Mary C. Pies

Dave Pietens

Teri M. Popken

Justin Power

Bill Powers

Amy Poynter

Rick Quatkemeyer

Kathleen Ranaghan
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\

Nancy Brakers poses for a moment after graduation.

Karen Riestenberg

106

Lisa Ringo

/

/

Peggy Rankin

Sharon Marie Reider

Tracy Ann Renner

Jim Rieder

Deirdre Roberts

Debra Rogers

Michael Rolfes

] ames Rosenthal

Robert Rosing

Molly Rourke

Sylvia Rozycki

] erry Ru berg

Dave Rudolph

Oscar Ruffing

Lance Rushing

Karen Russell

Stella Sallay

Robert Schaeper
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Senior Jim Lang is fed grapes in Greek Week Parade.

Michael Schloemer
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Robert Schmitt

Lawrence Schildmeyer

Bob Schiller

Mary Ann Schilling

Scott Schilling

Beth Schroeder

Joe Schuetz

Teri Schuld

Andy Schweer

John Schwegmann

Greg Schweikert

Clair Schwendeman

Cathy Selzer

Gerry Serger

James Shanahan

Susan Sherman

Judy Shields

Maragret Sieber

Beth Siegel
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Kathy McGonagle receives her diploma.

Cyndi Sokolowski
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] erry Solimine

Mark Silvers

Sandra Skees

Holly Slattery

Peggy Smith

Alice Spelman

Greg Stagaman

Cheryl Steinman

Julie Stevens

Steven Stiens

Robert S. Stone

Sandra Stroman

James Sunderman

Kathy Swegman

Tanya Taylor

Joseph Temming

Michael Tighe

Maria Torres

Thomas Tracy
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A good-by present from the class she student-taught.

Kathy Varso
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Tom Vejlupek

Janice Truesdell

Tom Uihlein

William U ngruhe

Terry Van Meter

Sally Velten

Mike Veneman

John V ennemeyer

Patricia Voegele

Glenn Vogel

Paul Vornberger

Cathy Voss

Fred Wagner

Peter M. Walton

Ann Weber

Lisa Weber

Pam Weber

Ron Weisbrod

Thomas Welsh
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Pete Walton graduates in dress whites.
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Lisa Wendel

Stephen Wenstrup

John Westerbeck

Thomas Wickstrom

Bruce Wietlisbach

Mary Williams

Tom Wimberg

Susan Winterman

David Witzgall

William F. Wohleber

David Worrall

Debbie Wright

Edward Y arcusko

Mamie Yee

George H. Zahn

Meg Zink

Robert Zins

Gascon D' Artagnan
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And Last, But Certainly Not Least

David Anderson

Broderick Dow

Pat Gowan

Dwight Hollins

Gary Robert Massa

Kathy Moon & W.D. Modic

Mary Riess

] oseph G. Schoenfeld

Pam Orrechio
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. just A Few Who Missed Official Portraits.

Congratulations to the Class of 1981 !

Celebrate Good Times!
Senior Prom downtown at the Netherland Hilton was a great success and a real
Celebration, much to the credit of Kevin Corrigan and Michael Schloemer and
everyone else who had a part in the arrangements. The Class of 1981 definitely
knew how to celebrate good times in classic style and the band The Kids
provided top-rate accompaniment to help the graduation celebration along
deep into the night.

(Clockwise from above): 1. A Graduation Celebration! 2.
Bill Modic and Kathy Dammerral. 3. Who's date was this? 4.
Is this a Far-eastern scarf dance? Any snakes around? 5. Jim
Neilson and Bonnie Godbey do a prom pas de deux.

(Clockwise from above): 1. Bill Lafayette and Liz Gundrwn posed and
poised. 2. Van Reeves and date. 3. Kevin Corrigan and George
Clayton in a typical Senior Week pose. 4 . John Miller and Patty
Cebulko. 5. Will everyone who's engaged or insane here tonight
please stand up?

Graduation Day
And just think ... four years ago it seemed the day would
never come and could never come quick enough. There
doesn't seem to be enough time to see everyone or say
everything you thought you would. And it seems hard to
believe you went to school for four years with all these
people and have never even seen some of them as far as you
can tell. Maybe we will "remember always Graduation Day."

(Clockwise from above): 1. Posing for Pam-Broderick,
Dwight and Lance. 2. Can't they make it simple? 3. "Bucky"
Eyerman. 4. Mike Turner and Susan Kirk. 5. John "basketball" Miller smiles broadly leaving graduation ceremonies.

(Clockwise from left): 1. Meg Zink- almost there! 2. Still
crazy after all these years . . . 3. Stage arrangement for
graduation. 4. The Three Musketeers? 5. Schloemer-Skees,
line up. 6. Joe Schoenfeld - is your hat staying on now?

Dr. john Getz Gets Fenwick Award
The Bishop Fenwick Award for Teaching Excellence was
instituted to honor and recognize those educators who exhibit
excellence in and out of the classroom and who are willing to
give freely of themselves and of their time to their students
and others.
Dr. John Getz, himself a graduate of Xavier University, is
unquestionably such a man. Dr. Getz believes that every facet
of life represents continuous opportunities for growth in and
beyond the institutional educational environment. This belief
no doubt underlies his extraordinary involvement with the
Xavier Community. He has been a part of numerous University committees and groups and has been closely associated with
Breen Lodge, Earthbread's Vegetarian Meal Program, and,
until recently, was the devoted advisor to the Xavier News.
This was the second year that the Jesuit Honor Society
Alpha Sigma Nu sponsored the Fenwick Award. Last year's
honoree, Theology professor Dr. Paul Knitter, gave an
acceptance speech that was an important part of the commencement exercises. Much to the dismay of many graduates
and others, especially those who had supported his nomination, Dr. Getz was not asked to address the assembly.
Opposite pa~e: Dr. John Getz receives Bishop. Fenwick Award for Teaching Excellence from Mary
··
Lynn Broderick at 1981 commencement exercises.

They Get A Kick From Champagne
Seniors this year were popping the cork before,
after, and during the graduation ceremonies.
They got a kick from champagne, and from the
looks on their faces, from finally graduating!

(Clockwise from above): 1. Mark Smith leaves the stage
· with a grin. 2. Dana Bidzos opens her folder to check out
what's inside - or what isn't. 3. Lisa Wendel and friends
pop the cork before the graduation ceremonies as seniors
lined up in the armory to parade in.
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(Clockwise from left): 1. Mary Riess ... free of Getz papers at last! 2.
Somewhere in there Valedictorian Dan Fagel is opening champagne. 3.
Molly Massee uplifts her spirits.

Class of 1981
Graduation is always a special time. Not only for the
graduates themselves but also for the friends and family
who feel they have helped pull someone through, financially or otherwise.

(Clockwise from right): 1. Joe Temmings receives some well-earned
congrats. 2. Senior with an admiring young friend. 3. Karen Riestenberg and Jim Barton mug it up for Paul Rattermann.
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(Clockwise from left): Meg Zink waits patiently at the end
of her college. 2. Family and friends gather about a graduate to see her diploma. 3. Marina Zvetina, the last graduate,
receives hugs, roses and kisses.

Musketeers In Action -

Watch Closely
About the only time the Xavier Musketeers stood still this year was for the
team photo at left. The rest of the season was full of fast-paced hard work
and hard play.
Below: Gary Massa and Joe Schoenfeld help
pull the plays through from the bench.
Bottom: A quick break in the action as Staak
gives a team conference.
Opposite: Jon Hanley in Action - a perfect 2
points over Oral Roberts.

Time To Celebrate Xavier Good Times
There was good reason to celebrate as the Muskies squeaked
by Evansville 59-5 7 to grab the MCC Title. To the fans it was
as if we had won the NCAA Title. After the festivites ended
at the fieldhouse, the fans gathered at Dana's to continue the
celebration and watch the hi-lights on tv.

ow

Musketeers Make the Moves

Below: Just a few shots of the
constant drive needed to keep a
basketball game going.

Below: Gary Massa stretches and tips in two points for his team.

LADY MUSKIES IN ACTION
Showing themselves in outstanding form, the 1980-81
women's basketball team completed their season with a
winning record, 15-14, making this their best season ever.
With only one graduating senior, Ann Haas, this young team
has a great outlook for the 1981-81 season ... with good
reason!

WIOME.•'~

lU
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It Takes Leather Balls
A growing sport in America, Rugby has become a popular
sport here at Xavier. Competing mostly against local teams
the Musketeers have begun to build quite a reputation for
themselves. One highlight of this past season was the road
trip to play in a Florida tournament . .

Muskies Hit The Ice
Hockey is a new club sport at Xavier. It was founded by Tom
Mc Pike and friends. The team did well for a first year team
and their hopes are set high for next year.

V-BALL TEAM THIRD IN STATE!
Under the leadership of their new coach, Carol Condon, the
XU volleyball team spiked and bumped its way to be #3 in
the state! Not only did they beat their arch-rival, Mount St.
Joseph, both times in regular play, but they were also victorious against them in post-season play, leading to their fantastic state title!

Sailing Takes Them Away
The Sailing Club at Xavier has a devoted membership.
There are many beautiful lakes in the Cincinna~i area and
members learn not only a club and athletic skill, but one that
they will be able to enjoy long beyond their years at Xavier.

• • •

Keeping in Shape
Boxing and Karate are growing club sports at Xavier. Whether
you want to compete or just stay in shape, both sports can help
you. They can build your self-confidence as well as your body.

Warming Up for Spring
Spring in Cincinnati is usually still cool. But, nothing beats
the winter lethargy like getting out and involved in campus
Intramural games. Soccer even gets you outside, and earlier,
basketball makes you ready to hit the sun-baked asphalt.

How to Get to First Base
The baseball team had another good season this year but as
always there is room for improvement. Coach Veterino will
be looking for new promising stars in the freshmen of next
year as well as building up his already strong team.

• • •

and Beyond

XU Soccer

Splendor On the Grass

The Xavier Musketeer Soccer team faced a longer and
rougher season of opposition this year, but, after an uncertain start they played out the second half of the season with
only a single loss - to UMSL. And, following a September
10 loss to Miami, did not lose a single home game for the rest
of the season.

XU SOCCER 1980-1981
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier

vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
VS.

vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.

Wisconson-Madison
Wisconsin-Green Bay
Evansville
Denison
Miami
Ohio State
Kenyon
Notre Dame
Wright State
Loyola
Wooster
Louisville
Bellarmine
Vanderbilt
UMSL
DePauw
Cincinnati
Wilmington
Dayton
Earlham

2-2
0-3
0-3
0-3
2-3
2-1
2-2
1-2
3-1
5-1
1-0
3-0
5-2
4-0
1-2
2-2
2-2
3-0
2-1
1-1

Staak}s Attacks
There are certain movements that the fans watch for
throughout the game- an outstretched hand, a jump shot, a
scream of encouragement. But they aren't watching the
game; they're simply taking in the many faces of Coach Bob
Staak. (Does anyone know where his coat landed ... ?)

High on Basketball!
Some jump-shots look really incredible, and arieal
views of any sport tend to impress but sometimes
basketball players really do seem to be flying through
the air effortlessly. There's a tangle of people on the
floor and suddenly - one's airborne!

Something to Cheer About
The fan, short for fanatic, is a vital part of any team. In
ever-increasing numbers, the Xavier fans crowded Schmidt
Fieldhouse and Riverfront Coliseum to root their classmates
on to victory! Here's hoping the enthusiasm continues!

Go X.U ! ! !

A Letter From The President

Office of the President

To the Xavier Community:
I believe that the simplest message is frequently the best message:

HAPPY 150TH BIRTHDAY, XAVIER!
MAY THE YEARS AHEAD
BE THE BEST OF ALL.

Dean Charles Cusick Transition

An Evolving

After fulfilling the position of Acting Dean for the 1979I980 Academic year Dr. Charles Cusick, previously professor
and Chairman of the Biology Department, became the first
lay Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences in Xavier's
history. He has found that he enjoys administrative work but
is pleased his position still allows time for him to teach a few
classes.
Having become Dean in a period of great change at Xavier
- the acquisition of Edgecliff College and Fr. Mulligan's
imminent relinquishment of the Presidency of the University
to Fr. Curry-Dr. Cusick sees his position laden with exciting
and interesting possibilities. He hopes to help maintain and
broaden quality programs at Xavier and thus continue to
attract quality students. He feels his future is inextricably tied
to the fortunes of Xavier which creates considerable incentive
to do well.
Dr. Cusick sees Xavier as nearing a transition in growth.
Following the recent property acquisitions of Edgecliff and
U.S. Shoe and the expansion of programs, he feels there will
now be a period of reflection where the University can look
critically at itself and use that evaluation to grow stronger
academically. He does not forsee further expansion of the
University at this time but increased concentration on the
growth and development from with-in.
Opposite page: Dean Charles Cusick in his office in Alter Hall on Xavier's main campus.

Dean Roger Fortin -

Looking Forward

OnJuly 1, 1980 Dr. Roger Fortin officially became Dean of
Xavier's just acquired Edgecliff College. Dr. Fortin sees this
union of colleges as a unique opportunity to enhance Xavier's
growth into a more sophisticated and cosmopolitan institution. He sees Edgecliff College as possessed of obvious resources Xavier will be able to build upon.
Xavier has had a reputation of having a commitment to a
demanding core of liberal studies and Dean Fortin sees Edgecliff bringing with it the ability to strengthen the undergrad
core with its programs in the Arts.
Dean Fortin believes that as Xavier goes into the 80's it
faces a challenge to continue to grow and build upon the
reputation it has attained. The financial security and physical
growth of the University in the past decade must be used now
to continually improve the quality of the education Xavier
offers the community.
Dean Fortin plans to return to teaching again on a limited
basis in the 1981-82 academic year and will be teaching in the
fall in the Masters Humanities Program. He is looking forward to meeting both the personal academic and administrative challenge the Edgecliff acquisition offers and the broader
challenge to the University .

. Opposite page: Dean Roger Fortin in his .office on the Edgecliff campus.
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Administration

Fr. Mulligan and Vice-Presidents

Deans

Dean Thomas Hailstones, Business Administration

Asst. Dean Thomas P. Kennealy, S.J. Arts and Sciences

How many more credits do I need . . . ?

Fr. Orrin T. Wheeler, Registrar

Mr. Bob Bolan, Assistant Registrar

Alter Hall offices

Jim Ireland receives some assistance from Registrar's.

Would you want their jobs?
\

\
Assistant Director, Laurie Thomas and Director of Residence Life Bob Becker

Dean of Students Dennis "Salty" Moller

FYI: For Your Information

Clockwise from top left: 1. Miss Linnea Lose, Public
Relations and Information 2. Mr. Ken Blackwell, Community Relations 3. Fr. Jack Heim, S.]., gardener-atlarge and member of Fine Arts Programs.

Money and Guts

Mr. Don lsphording, Bursar

Chief of Security, Dan Wood

Neither Rain nor Sleet nor Athlete's Feet . ..

Mr. Tom Usher, Sports Information Director

Mr. Stephen Gehlert, Alumni Director

Bill Tonnis, Postmaster Terry Nieman, Paul Wack

Shamrock Food Services

Rex and Vic Raneiri -

Director of Shamrock Food Services

X. U. Bookstore

Mr. Bob Wintz, Manager, and crew

X. U. Bookstore Student Staff

Faculty

Biology

Biology faculty members (clockwise from bottom left):
1. Fr. Joseph Peters 2. Dr. Stanley Hedeen, Chairman
3. Mrs. Ann Cusick 4. Dr. Carolyn Chambers

r

\

More Biology buffs: (clockwise from bottom left): 1. Mr.
Graham Petri 2. Dr. Linda Finke 3. Dr. John Tafuri 4. Mr.
Howard Pequet
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Chemistry

Chemistry faculty members (clockwise from bottom
left): 1. Dr. Joseph Klingenberg 2. Dr. Harvey Dube,
Chairman 3. Dr. Richard Garascia 4. Fr. Theodore
· Thepe
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Physics

I
Members of'the Physics department (clockwise from
top left): 1. Dr. Terrence Toepker, Chairman 2. Mr.
John Hart 3. Dr. Raymond Miller 4. Dr. Frederick
Werner 5. Fr. James O'Brien

Classics

Members of the Classics Department (clockwise from top
left): 1. Dr. Robert Murray 2. Dr. John Rettig, Chairman
3: Fr. Edward Burke, S.]. 4. Fr. John Felton, S.].
Opposite page: Chairman Rettig in class.

Communication Arts

,

/
Communication faculty members (clockwise from top
left): 1. Fr. Flynn 2. Mr. John Maupin 3. Fr. William
Hagerty, Chairman 4. Dr. James King

Consumer Sciences Department

The addition of Edgecliff College to Xavier University brought with it additional departments and
educational opportunities, two of the new fields of study were in Nursing and Consumer Sciences.

Nursing Faculty at Edgecliff College

A Matter of
Simple
Economics ...
Xavier's burgeoning business
program made the new CBA
building a necessity and a possibility.
At right: The Economics department
was captured cheerfully on the steps
of Hinkle Hall. Front and center,
Dean Hallstones of the Business College. At his right, Dr. Gary Kuzina,
Chairman. (Some faculty members
were missing.) Below: Xavier's new
Business College.

Education

Education faculty members (clockwise from bottom left): 1.
Ms. Kay Bruning 2. Dr. Roman Schweikert 3. Dr. Anna
Mayans

Teachers teaching others to teach (clockwise from top left):
1. Dr. William Daily 2. Dr. Napoleon Bryant 3. Dr.
Timothy Riordan 4. Dr. Lee Rinsky

English

English faculty members (clockwise from
tqp left); 1. Dr. Ernest Fontana, Chairman
2. Dr.John Getz 3. Mr.James Glenn 4. Fr.
Brian Connolly, S.]. 5. Mr. Joseph Wessling.
Dr. Karl Wentersdorf, (opposite page).

History, Political Science, & Sociology

(Clockwise left to right): 1. Fr. Lee Bennish. 2. Mr.
James Weir. 3. Dr. Richard Gruber. 4. Dr. Michael
Weissbuch.

'
Clockwise left to right - 1. Dr. John Moulton 2. Fr. Francis Johnson, S.]. 3. Dr. Neil
Heighberger, Chairman, Sociology & Political Science.

Accounting

Members of the Accounting department (clockwise from
top left): 1. Mr. William Smith 2. Mr. Walter Behler, Chairman 3. Mr. Harry Maly 4. Mr. Robert Schutzman

Management

Management faculty members (clockwise from top left): 1.
Dr. R. Thierauf 2. Dr. W. Kramer 3. Mr. R. Hall 4. Mr.
Tom Hayes

Marketing

Clockwise from top left:
1. Mrs. Marcia Ruwe 2. Mr. Neil Kumpf 3. Dr. George Trebbi 4. Mr. Tom
Hayes 5. Dr. John Vankirk 6. Dr. Peter Webb

Mathematics

Members of the Mathematics Department (clockwise from
top left): 1. Dr. Raymond Collins 2. Dr. William Larkin 3.
Fr. Lawrence Isenecker4. Dr.James Delany 5. Mr. Thomas
Bruggeman

Test Your Wits Against These Three Math Men:
If Xavier University was founded 150 years ago, with 5 3 Jesuits in a 5-room hut, surviving on a
diet of walnuts and elderberries, how many Muskie burgers will it take to feed the present
Jesuits who occupy 34 % of the Schott Hilton? ... and if 5 people begin to organize 2 3 3 pages
of the yearbook at 8: 13 am, how many will have gone insane .by 11 :59 pm?
Answer here (show all your work):

Extra Credit: If it's Tuesday night and still 87° outside. compute the probability that an
ice-cream truck will pass outside your philosophy class. Does the probability increase when
you are taking a final exam?

Modern Languages

(Clockwise left to right): 1. Mr. Paul Rieselman,
Spanish. 2. Fr. Thomas P. Kenealy, French. 3.
Dr. Pura Diyar, Spanish. 4. Dr. Matis Vega,
Spanish; Chairman. 5. (Opposite page) Mr.
] ohn L. Eick.

Philosophy

Members of the Philosophy Department (Clockwise from
bottom left): 1. Dr. Alvin Marrero 2. Fr. George Curran, S.].
3. Dr. William Jones 4. Dr. Bernard Gendreau, Chairman 5.
Dr. Richard Bonvillain

Philosophy faculty members continued (clockwise from top left): 1. Mrs. Elena Blair, 2. Dr. James Somerville 3. Dr. Richard
Dumont 4. Fr. Stanley Tilman, S.J. 5. Fr. Robert Schmidt, S.J.
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Psychology

Clockwise from top left: 1. Dr. Norman Barry,
Chairman 2. Dr. Hans Schmidt 3. Fr. Daniel
Foley, S.]. 4. Dr. David Hellkamp 5. Dr. Earl
Kronenberger 6. Mr. Glen LaGrange 7. Dr.
Don Cosgrove 8. Dr. George Cerbus

Theology

Members of the Theology department (clockwise from
top left): 1. Fr. O'Connor died this year after years of
service to the Jesuit and the Xavier community. 2.
Robert S. Bellarmine, S.j. 3. Fr. King 4. Sr. Ruth Graf

Theology faculty members continued (clockwise from top
left): 1. Dr. Paul Knitter 2. Fr. Terry Charlton 3. Fr. Edward
Carter 4. Fr. Edward Bruggeman, SJ.
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Name That Prof!!
Over the past year, a number of new faces have popped
up among the faculty members of X. U. See if you can
identify these new educators, then check your answers
on page 241.
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Xavier University's

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
wishes Congratulations
to

the Class of 1981 !
Best Wishes and Welcome to your
Alumni Association.
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1980 OFFICERS
PRESIDENT- Steve Bailey
1ST VICE-PRESIDENT- Greg Bier
2ND VICE-PRESIDENT- Dick Zanglin
TREASURER - John Kron
SECRETARY- Ray Fellinger

X.U. Student Government
wishes

A HAPPY ANNIVERSARY

TO

XAVIER!
And
Good Luck
to the
1981 Musketeer!
President: ] ulius Nagy
Vice-presidents: Andy Riffe and Mary Marsonne
1981-82

Congratulations
to
Xavier University
. 's
on 1t
Sesquicentennial
and to the
Class of 1981 !

THE XAVIER NEWS

Breen Dislodged
1980-81 Officers
Susie Eyerman
April Glaser

Good Luck Musketeer 1981
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Congratulations

XAVIER

150 BIG ONES!!!!!

Don't Disappoint D' Artagnan!

Order your 1982 MUSKETEER now!

CONGRATULATIONS
AND
BEST WISHES
SENIORS!
Vic and Rex
and everyone from

SHAMROCK FOOD
SERVICES

The
X. U. Bookstore
wishes
a

Happy Anniversary
to

Xavier!
Here's to the next
150 years!
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A Part of Xavier History for 4 5 Years

DANA GARDENS
Congratulations
to
the Xavier Musketeers
MCC Champs
1981 !
Dana Gardens
Open 10:00 A.M.

Close 2:30 A.M.
Open Sunday Night 8:00 P.M.

Familiar Faces
You see them everywhere in all kinds of places. The faces of
people you see again and you might never be quite sure of
the right name. Well, Mike is always a good bet if it's a guy
and Mary is pretty safe for the girls but there's always the
chance it's Ferdinand and Beatrice. So we've found a few
familiar and not-so-familiar faces and even identified them
for you, so now you know, ] oe.

(Clockwise from above): 1. Mike Brennan on the mall. 2 .
. Actually, you don't want to know who this is. 3. Mark
Magistrelli having an exam attack. 4. Marie Kopson is rehearsing some lines for a play. 5. Chris Harrison in a
thoughtful moment. (Can he be the same guy in #2??)
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(Clockwise from left): 1. Tonia Condo in her room in Two
West Kuhlman Hall. 2. Tom Welsh in the box office. 3. Liz
Gundrum in the caf. 4. No one knows this guy ... he
doesn't go out enough to meet people. 5. Jim Bier and M.
Soriano. 6. A Shamrock-suited, smiling Meg Schroeder.

A Few "Parting ShotsJJ
It's almost the end and it must be said: putting this book together has been a lot
of "pun" for most of us involved. We hope no one out there has died from
groaning, or even come close, because there are "pun" or two pages left that we
hope will amuse. Looking at these pictures make one realize its the everyday
occurences that will be missed the most over the summer, or our lives, as we
look back, with a few parting shots, at Xavier 1981.

(Clockwise from communication device): 1. Dr. Colella
gets some rays with some students. 2. Bookstore Balloon
Day. 3. Bonnie Godbey entertains her friends. 4. Jack
Gartland hard at work on flowers by the University Center.

(Clockwise from above): I.Joe Tromblay puts out the Xavier News. 2.
Trying to keep that Spring Break tan? 3. Relaxing on the XU mall. 4.
Demonstrating how to hold a flower. 4. One of the first warm days out
in front of Alter hall. Summer is getting near . .. Good-bye!

Campus Comments?
This year's question:
What do you think about your picture being in
the 1981 Musketeer?

Reider, I'm telling you only once. Put that picture in
and you're a dead woman ... Do you understand?
It's nice I guess. But why so many shots of
Massa? And Rugby is a much more colorful
sport than Basketball to cover.

Of course my picture's there. After all, I wrote
a song for the editor . . . hey, Sheri Darlin'.

Great! I never get my picture in!

See, Jerry, I told you I'd make it BIG in Cincinnati.

I think you want the other Tom Condon.

I'd even shake Dennis's hand to be in the yearbook.
I think you want the other Tom Condon.

I don't care. All I want to
know is where is last year's?

Fantastique ! But can I get
it translated to French?

MUSKETEER
STAFF 1981
Just so you know who to blame
we thought we would put a few
pictures in of some of our more
diligent staff members. (Clockwise from right): 1. Editor Sheri
Reider, this looks a bit familiar.
2. Chuck High (is he?) 3. Mary
Fitzpatrick, star of the stage,
screen and Fotomat. 4. Previously slandered S. Scully.
(Opposite page, begin at top): 1.
Perrenial photographer Pam D.
2. Michelle Meyer & Cathy Rieser. 3. Our fearless Advisor, Salty.
4. Greg "Marlboro Man"
Beauchamp. 5. Future Editor Cliff
Diehl . . . and friend. Help!

CAST OF CHARACTERS
If you've hung in there this long you might as well finish it right.

Marty Allen ........ .. .. .
Greg Beauchamp ........ .
Tom Castele . . .. . ....... .
Pam De Camp .. . .. . .... .
Cliff Diehl. .. .. . . ...... . .
Mary Fitzpatrick ........ .

Gascon D' Artagnan ..... .
Bonnie Godbey ......... .
Chuck High ........... . .
Sean Madden .. . . . ...... .
Gary Massa ......... . .. . .

Todd Melson ........... .
John Miller ............ .
Salty Moller ........ . ... .
Sharon Reider . . ........ .

Mary Riess ............. .
Steve Scully ............ .
Paul Wack .. . .. . ....... .

was the yearbook advisor who never really wants to see any of these
people again ... and from whom we are hiding, anyhow.
was the only photographer ever sent to prom who came back with
pictures of himself posed with virtually every girl there.
was the dead body.
was the aspiring professional photographer who took, developed, and
printed more pictures for this book than humanly possible.
was the young man, Editor-to-Be of the 1982 Musketeer, who will be
looking for replacements for almost everyone used and abused here.
was the incredibly strange redhead who only joined the staff to insure
that her picture would be in the book and because her dad thought it
would look good on her resume .. . and to get her picture in the book.
was the Xavier symbol who appeared frequently and not the name of an
unpopular main dish served in the cafeterfa every other Friday.
was the patient young woman who put up with the staff going in and out
of her summer residence and who cheerfully did boring tasks .
was the innocent young freshman who didn't know what he was getting
into when he said those fatal words, "I'd like to help."
was the only guy handsome enough to appear in the book as often as
Gary Massa but who was unfortunately in almost none of our pictures.
was the tall, gorgeous blonde who appeared far too frequently in this
book to serve any practical purpose and who should probably have it
named after him and who has no idea what we've done here.
was the Invisible Man in opening and closing scenes.
was the special help called in at the last minute when Sheri was looking
for razor blades and commenting on the benefits of gas ranges.
was the young administrator too involved with his new bride to really
worry about what we were putting in this book ... luckily for us.
was the brilliant young woman editor balancing dangerously on the
edge of insanity and reality and on the edge of passing Latin and thus
completing a foreign language requirement she has been losing the
battle against for four years . . . sometimes it seems like forty.
was the young co-ed who only got involved because she thought she
would get to interview athletes and get their home phone numbers.
was the young rake who lured women to his room and forced them to
look at every picture he had ever taken in his short, boring life.
was the aspiring young poet who did not appear on-stage.

FINIS
(That's Latin)
P.S. If you have any doubts about anything, the Editor did it

